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My invention relates to a calender for calcu—

lating the periods of greatest fertility in women

in an accurate manner, whereby said periods may

be easily and quickly indicated.

The use and operation of the instrument com-

prising my invention is based upon the biological

fact that the period of ovulation in women takes

place fourteen days prior to the commencement

of the following menstrual period.

The objects of the invention are, first, to pro-

vide a device or instrument comprising a mini—

mum number of parts and which can be easily

and cheaply manufactured; second, to provide a

device in which the mechanical manipulation

necessary to the setting of indicating elements

may be done with a minimum of manual opera—

tions. The third object is to provide a device

of this kind in which possible errors of miscalcu-

iation are reduced to a minimum and in which

no mental computation is necessary in the use

thereof. Other objects will appear hereinafter.

I attain the foregoing objects by means of the

device illustrated in the accompanying drawing

in which Figure 1 is a, front elevational view

thereof; Figure 2, a. side elevation; Figure 3, a

section taken substantially on line 3—3, Figure 1;

Figure 4, an elevational view of the back thereof,

and Figure 5, a front elevation of the face of the

instrument with a masking slide removed.

Similar numerals refer to the similar parts

thereof.
The invention comprises essentially a case or

container, a calendar prepared in tape form slid—

able therethrough, windows cut through said case

to permit viewing of certain portions of said cal—

endar at predetermined intervals, and a means

of adjusting the position of certain of said view-

ing windows relative to others.

In greater detail the instrument herewith illus—

trated, comprising my invention, consists of the

following:
The case 2 constitutes a base or body of the in—

strument and is formed with a face 3 made by

folding a flat sheet of cardboard or other suit-

able material so as to form a rectangular front

face 3 with a side portion folded backward form-

ing a back 4 and an overlapping second fold 5,

which extends over a portion of the lower end

only. This latter provides an edge closure and a

stop 9.
Thus formed, a longitudinal channel-way 6, be—

tween the front and back faces, extends from the

top 1 to the bottom 8. A transverse cylindrical

case 10 is formed at the top 1 of body 2 by bending

an upwardly extending portion of the material

(01. 40—109)

backward and shaping it into a round cylinder.

The remainder of this piece extends downwardly

on back 4 to 12 where it constitutes a stop. This

top construction is held in place, the front and

back held together, and the edges closed by a

strip of gummed tape, or other similar mate-

rial 14.
In the face 3 of the case body the windows

marked l5, “3, and 11 are cut out and the index

scale {8 is attached or imprinted, provided with

indicating numerals at certain predetermined po—

sitions and intervals.

A calendar tape 29 is made of a paper strip

with the days and dates of a calendar year, or

years, imprinted on one face at predetermined

definite intervals. These date markings extend

consecutively from the bottom, or outer end 21

toward the top. This top or inner end portion

of the tape is tightly rolled to form a cylinder II

and placed Within the cylindrical case 10. The

outer loose end extends downwardly through

channei—way 6 of case 2 and protrudes from the

bottom 8, as at 2|. The channel—way 6 is sized

so that this tape may be easily pulled downward—

ly therethrough but its position will be retained

by friction, and cylinder 10 is made so that the

tape roll I I will be retained therein by the stiff-

ness of the paper in the roll, yet loose enough to

easily unroll. The dates on the outer face of this

tape may be viewed through the windows 15, 16

and 11 of the case.

A masking and viewing slide 24 is movably af-

fixed on the body of case 2. This slide is com-

posed of a flat sheet of cardboard, or other adapt—

able material, and has a front face 25, together

with sides and a back. formed by bending side

portions 26 and 21 around case 2. The overlap—

ping portions are glued and secured in position.

This slide is sized and shaped so that it may be

easily slid longitudinally up and down case 2, but

will be practically retained in any set position.

This movement is limited by the stop 9 at the

bottom, which contacts the 10Wer edge 28 of the

back portion, and the stop I2 at the top which

similarly contacts the top edge 29 of the back.

Two calendar tape viewing windows SI, 32,

and one index viewing window 33 are cut in the

face of this slide. The latter opens on scale IE

on the face of the case to permit viewing one nu-

meral thereon at a time; the others permitting

the calendar tape to be viewed through windows

l6 and 11 in the case, which are made large

enough to permit the tape to be viewed through—

out all movements of the slide. As illustrated,

this slide is at the lower extremity of its motion;
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the upper limit of this motion is indicated by
the dotted outline 30.
The vertical dimensions of the Viewing Windows,

their positions, the spacing of the date markings
on calendar tape 2!), and the size and position of
scale l8 are all definitely related. For con~
venience, the dates, as marked on the calendar
tape, are referred to as “day spaces.” Window
[5 in the case permits the viewing of but one date
at a time. Window 3|, on slide 24, has a vertical
depth equal to five day spaces; that is, five
calendar days may be viewed through it. Window
32 has a depth equal to only one day space and
permits a view of but one date at a time. The
middle day space within window 3| is exactly
14 day spaces from window 32. The 2 day spaces
above this middle day space are, therefore, 12
and 13 days respectively from window 32 and the
2 spaces below are 15 and 16 day spaces respec—
tively therefrom. Window 33 is positioned so
that when slide 24 is at the lower limit of its
travel, as fixed by stop 9, the bottommost figure,
marked 25, on scale 58, will be visible. In this
position there are exactly 25 days spaces from
window i5 in the ease to window 32 on the slide.
Scale it extends upward from this position and
its several index figures are equally spaced and
consecutively numbered so that when slide 24
is at the upper limit of its travel the index mun—
ber 3! will appear in window 33. There are then
31 day spaces from window 55 to window 32.
The distances when intermediate index num-
bers are Viewed correspond. As indicated, this
travel is equal to 6 day spaces.
In operation the user first determines her

natural rhythmic cycle. For example, if she has
a period of 25 days the slide is set in the posi-
tion illustrated so that numeral 25 on the scale l8
appears in window 33. The user next pulls tape
‘0 downward through the channel-way 6 until the
date of the commencement of her last period of
menstruation appears in window l5. Any pro-
truding portion of the tape, as at 21, may then be
torn off along edge 8 of the case. A date will
now appear in window 32 on slide 26 which,
due to the construction of the instrument, as
above described, will be 26 days subsequent to
the date appearing in window l5. This will be the
date on which the next period of menstruation of
the user will commence. At the same time, 5
days will appear in Window 3 l. These days rep-
resent the period of maximum fertility. The
middle one of the five days, being 14: days prior
to the next period due date, indicates the date
of ovulation; the 2 days prior and subsequent
thereto represent dates which may be easily sub-
ject to conception for reasons well known to
medical science. The entire space, therefore, as
exhibited in window 3| may well be considered
the period of maximum fertility of the user, when
adjustments are made as above explained. On
other dates during the menstrual cycle the user
may be considered sterile. The date exposed in
window E5 may be termed the day of the start
of the current menstrual period, that exposed in
window 32, the next due date, and those in Window
31 the days of maximum fertility.
When the date indicated in window 32 has been

reached the tape is again pulled downward
through channel 5 unrolling from the cylinder 1 I,
until the date previously exposed in window 32
now appears in window l5. To facilitate graspi-
ing the tape after it has been torn ofi‘ on edge I l,
a semi-circular cut 32 is made in the back of the
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case body. The tape is again torn off along
edge 8.
In those instances Where the natural rhythmic

cycle of the menstrual periods of the user ex-
ceeds 25 days, the slide 24 is moved upward until
an index number of scale l8 appears in window
33 equivalent to the number of days of this cycle.
This adjustment is thereafter maintained by the
user throughout use of the device unless due to
physical causes the user’s period changes when
such an adjustment is made. It will be obvious
that the day space relation between windows I5
and 32 will be automatically varied to accom—
modate the greater interval between the periods.
The portion of the calendar viewed through
Window 3| will also be varied relative to window
l5. However, the relation between the next due
date and the date of ovulation, indicated at the
center of window 3|, will remain in fixed rela-
tion, since the physiological relation between
these dates remains fixed.
From the foregoing it will be readily apparent

that I have provided a supporting case which may
also be termed a base or container 2 through Which
a specially prepared calendar tape 20 may be
moved so as to expose predetermined portions
thereof through' a plurality of windows, the lower—
most (or outermost) window 15 being of sufiicient
longitudinal height to expose but one day on said
calendar at a time. The other 2 windows being
positioned to expoge portions of the calendar that
may be viewed through windows in a movable
sliding element throughout the limits of its ad—
justing movement. Lastly, I provide a sliding ele-
ment 24 operating on the case Which contains a
Window permitting a single day space to be Viewed
at its upper end and a larger window permitting 5
day spaces to be viewed at a predetermined fixed
distance therefrom and further, a window having
a vertical opening equal to one day space per—
mitting the view of an index scale 18 fixed at a
predetermined position on the case body so that
the relative position of the windows on the slide
to the viewing window [5 on the case may be
quickly ascertained and indicated.

This slidingelement, therefore, serves to mask
certain portions of the larger windows l8 and 11
in the case. In instances where adjustment is
unnecessary or undesirable, this may be done by
covering window ls above line 35 with a slip of
gummed tape or the like. Or the window can
merely be shortened to this line. Similarly win~
dow I? may be permanently masked above line
36. The device may then be used by a person
whose menstrual period is definitely 25 days.
Further, the positions and sizes of windows [6
and I"! may be changed and made to accommo-
date users having other definite menstrual
periods. In all such instances the use of the
masking slide, as an additional part of the device,
is unnecessary.

Since there may be numerous alternative con—
structions and variations apparent to those fa-
miliar with the art, all of which however, Would
remain within the spirit of the invention, I wish
to be limited only to the following claims:

I claim:
1. A rhythmic vcycle calendar comprising, incombination, a case having a front face, longitu-

dinal channel-way therebeneath, and. a trans—verse cylindrical calendar container case at theupper end thereof; a calendar tape having the
days 'of the calendar year marked thereon pro—
gressively within uniformday spaces; a plurality
of viewing windows provided in said case face,
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the outermost being sized and. positioned to in—

dicate the date of the commencement of a men~

strual cycle on said calendar; the innermost be—

ing sized and positioned to represent the 0011--

mencement of the next succeeding men true}

cycle; and the third viewing wmdew :siz‘ ard

positioned between said Windows to indicate a

plurality of days on said calendar in def." Lite rege—

tion to the dates indicated in said windows abate

mentioned and adapted to indicate a period 01'

fertility physiologically related thereto.

2. A rhythmic cycle calendar comprising, in

combination, a case having a front face, longitu-

dinal channel—way therebeneath, and a trans—

verse cylindrical calendar container case at the

upper end thereof; a calendar tape having the

days of the calendar year marked thereon pro—

gressively Within uniform day spaces; a mask—

ing slide adapted to move longitudinally within

predetermined limits on said case; a window in

said case adapted to indicate on said calendar

the date of commencement of a menstrual cycle;

a. window on said masking slide adapted to view a

date on said tape corresponding to the com—

mencement of a next succeeding menstrual

period; a second window on said slide sized and

positioned relative to said window last mentioned,

to indicate on said tape a period of fertility; an

indicating window on said slide cooperative with

an index scale on said case to indicate the relative

distance, in terms of day spaces on said calendar,

between the commencement date of said men—

..14m

3

strua] 1:eriod and the due date of the next suc—

c: period; and Windows cut in the face of

., . ass to permit said calendar to be viewed

thrsugh the Windows in said slide throughout

13¢ runge of adjustment.
3. A rhythmic cycle calendar comprising, in

cowbh‘rtion, a case having a longitudinal chan—

nelnway adapted to receive a calendar tape and

permit same t9 be moved therethrough, and be

observed at desired intervals, a calendar tape

having the days of a. calendar year marked con-

‘ 1' thereon within uniform spaces, a

‘ and Viewing slide adapted to move Ion—

.inaiiy on said case, means on said case for

oh.‘ g a predetermined date on said calendar

tape 32.701101ng t0 the commencement of a

men
‘Vie‘fii‘

1m
H:g}‘23

d. (gQ4
ce-1 2.“ ’(3x.

i _
strual period, means on said case and. said mask—

ing 9.1 d viewing slide to indicate the position

' e latter upon the former whereby the num—

. s 01‘ a given menstrual cycle may be

‘ ateu, and means on said masking and view-

adapted to indicate on said calendar

emmeucement of said subsequent menstrual

d, in 133:1yeiologica1 relation thereto, and con—

' ti 2; 9 period of maximum fertility.
VELMA A. GATES.
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